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Marketers often employ a variety of positive emotions to encourage consumption or promote a particular behavior (e.g., buying, donating, recycling) to benefit an organization or cause. The authors show that specific positive emotions do not universally increase prosocial behavior but, rather, encourage different types of prosocial behavior. Four studies show that whereas positive emotions (i.e., love, hope, pride, and compassion) all induce prosocial behavior toward close entities (relative to a neutral emotional state), only love induces prosocial behavior toward distant others and international organizations. Love’s effect is driven by a distinct form of broadening, characterized by extending feelings of social connection and the boundary of caring to be more inclusive of others regardless of relatedness. Love—as a trait and a momentary emotion—is unique among positive emotions in fostering connectedness that other positive emotions (hope and pride) do not and broadening behavior in a way that other connected emotions (compassion) do not. This research contributes to the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion by demonstrating a distinct type of broadening for love and adds an important qualification to the general finding that positive emotions uniformly encourage prosocial behavior.
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Feeling Love and Doing More for Distant Others: Specific Positive Emotions Differentially Affect Prosocial Consumption

Prosocial behavior is of great interest to consumers and marketers alike (e.g., Agrawal, Menon, and Aaker 2007). Behaviors such as civic participation, volunteering, donating money, or buying products that benefit a good cause are often regarded as undifferentiated (Collett and Morrissey 2007). However, most organizations that promote prosocial behaviors desire a very specific consumption behavior (they want people to, e.g., buy, recycle, donate, or vote in a particular way) as opposed to just any prosocial or helpful behavior. Thus, understanding when and why people engage in specific prosocial consumption behaviors is of great interest to consumer behavior researchers, sociologists, psychologists, and practitioners (e.g., Batson et al. 2008; Piliavin and Charng 1990).

Although a variety of personal, motivational, or contextual factors might induce prosocial behavior (Batson et al. 2008), organizations often rely on positive emotions in their marketing and advertising to encourage such behaviors. Consumer products companies (e.g., General Electric, Nike, Procter & Gamble), nonprofit organizations (e.g., American
Red Cross, The Nature Conservancy), and even political candidates (e.g., the Obama presidential campaign) regularly employ positive, but often diffuse, emotional themes in advertising. In the prosocial domain, marketers often use positive emotions interchangeably. The underlying assumption seems to be that all positive emotions increase all prosocial behaviors (i.e., if consumers feel good, they are more likely to do good). Indeed, previous researchers have linked generalized positive affect or the effects of positive versus negative affect to multiple prosocial behaviors, including helping, generosity, interpersonal understanding, and monetary donations (e.g., Small and Verrochi 2009; for a review, see Isen 2001). However, the effects of different specific positive emotions have not generally been considered for prosocial behavior (for an exception contrasting amusement and gratitude, see Bartlett and DeSteno 2006) or charitable giving.

We examine the general question of whether specific positive emotions differentially motivate particular behaviors by testing the novel hypothesis that specific positive emotions may have different effects on prosocial behavior directed toward close versus distant others. Conditions of chronic poverty and natural disasters (e.g., famine, floods, earthquakes) in many of the poorest areas of the world (e.g., sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia; United Nations 2011) often prompt government and nonprofit agencies in those areas to search for help from people abroad (e.g., the United States). In addition, organizations regularly solicit donations to preempt and address major global issues (e.g., deforestation, illiteracy, disease) across continents. Thus, consumers are often asked to contribute to distant others about whom they have no personal knowledge and to organizations addressing problems with which they have no personal experience. Aggregate giving data suggest that these requests tend to be at a considerable disadvantage compared with those from closer organizations that are known entities. For example, U.S. citizens gave nearly $316 billion to charitable organizations in 2013, the majority of which went to local religious (32%) and local educational (13%) organizations, with only 6% of all giving going to international organizations and international disasters (Giving USA 2013). We use this important and challenging problem of promoting giving to distant others as a context within which to study our proposed approach of using specific positive emotions to predict and influence behavior.

In marketing, research has shown that love, hope, pride, and compassion have important influences on consumers (e.g., Belk and Coon 1993; Cavanaugh et al. 2011; MacInnis and De Mello 2005; Small and Verrochi 2009), and all are regularly employed in marketing appeals in prosocial consumption and charitable giving contexts. How might the use of different positive emotions affect the success of appeals for helping distant others? We hypothesize and show that whereas positive emotions (vs. neutral emotional states) typically enhance prosocial behavior aimed at close others, only love (not hope, pride, or compassion) enhances prosocial behaviors aimed at distant others. Although love, hope, and pride share positive feelings, love is distinct from hope and pride in that it also generates feelings of social connection, enhancing consumers’ propensity to feel caring and exhibit concern toward those with whom they are not related (i.e., others with whom psychological and physical proximity are not shared). Thus, love ultimately changes the boundary of caring and concern to include more distant others. We also examine whether social connection alone is sufficient for giving to distant others by comparing love with a closely related emotion, compassion, which also enhances social connection; however, compassion does so while producing both positive and negative feelings. Notably, love, but not compassion, increases giving to distant others, validating our contention that the combination of social connection and positive feelings (compared with the co-occurrence of positive and negative feelings found in compassion) generates a specific form of broadening associated with prosocial behaviors toward distant others.

Thus, our research contributes to the consumer emotions literature, the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion (Fredrickson 1998, 2001; Fredrickson et al. 2008), and the understanding of prosocial behavior. We enrich the consumer emotions literature by expanding the set of positive emotions and mechanisms (e.g., broadening) considered. With respect to the broaden-and-build theory, previous tests have shown that all positive emotions broaden in a similar way, leading to a wider range of attention, thoughts, and actions. However, as we have noted, our research is the first to suggest and show that love broadens in a particular way, by shifting the boundary of caring and sense of social connectedness toward distant others. The finding that a specific positive emotion broadens in a distinct way, leading to predictable outcomes that are differentiable from other positive emotions, is an important contribution to the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion (Fredrickson 1998, 2001, 2009; Fredrickson et al. 2008). Documenting that differential forms of broadening are possible also provides new insight to the consumer emotions literature by providing a new set of characteristics (beyond common notions such as valence and arousal) with which differences among emotions may be conceptualized and tested. Finally, our findings contribute to the prosocial behavior literature by distinguishing different types of beneficiaries of prosocial behavior (close vs. distant others) and by challenging the assumption that positive emotions generally and uniformly encourage prosocial behaviors. Again, this insight follows from our demonstration that not only does broadening represent a mechanism by which positive emotion generates action (as established by Fredrickson) but, further, different positive emotions broaden differently (as we establish herein).

First, we review the prosocial behavior literature and identify an important and underexplored dimension of prosocial behavior: beneficiary focus. We then review the consumer emotions literature and describe the nature and function of specific positive emotions (i.e., love, hope, pride, and compassion), identifying both social connection and the absence of co-occurring negative feelings as key to love’s novel effect on behaviors. We then argue that love can lead to certain types of prosocial behavior (i.e., behaviors that benefit distant others). Four studies show that love—either as a persistent trait or momentary emotion—is unique among positive emotions in promoting prosocial behaviors toward distant others. We demonstrate love’s effect by both measuring (for dispositional emotion) and manipulating emotion (using personal memories and advertisements) and showing its impact on multiple distant other
PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Prior research has shown that designated beneficiaries can influence the likelihood of consumers purchasing products and supporting fundraising appeals (Small and Verrochi 2009; Strahilevitz and Myers 1998). Consumers are more likely to donate when fundraising benefits an identifiable victim (Small, Loewenstein, and Slovic 2007) or generates sympathy and compassion by featuring a sad-faced victim (Small and Verrochi 2009). Individual differences in personal relatedness, prosocial personality characteristics, gender identity, and moral identity also influence whether consumers help or give (Penner and Finkelstein 1998; Reed, Aquino, and Levy 2007; Winterich, Mittal, and Ross 2009). For example, Winterich, Mittal, and Ross (2009) find that women who reported higher importance of moral identity were more likely to donate to out-groups. A common feature across these studies is that they involve some perception of a designated beneficiary—that is, the people or cause that will benefit from the prosocial behavior.

One important dimension along which prosocial behaviors vary is beneficiary focus, and beneficiaries can be described in terms of distance, broadly interpreted. The beneficiaries of prosocial behaviors (i.e., the people or entity helped) can vary widely. They can range from psychologically and geographically close others (e.g., local groups, parks, neighbors) to more distant others (e.g., international groups, rainforests, refugees). In general, positive feelings make consumers more willing to help close others (Waugh and Fredrickson 2006)—that is, people more psychologically near to them (e.g., relatives, neighbors, local community members). Such psychological distance to beneficiaries can be influenced by many things (e.g., geographic distance), not just social identity (e.g., the in-group/out-group distinction studied by Winterich, Mittal, and Ross 2009). For example, even among generally unknown or even potential out-group beneficiaries, psychological distance can be an important differentiator among classes of appeals (e.g., domestic vs. foreign aid funds).

POSITIVE EMOTIONS

Marketing research on specific emotions has historically emphasized contrasts between positively and negatively valenced emotions (e.g., Chang and Pham 2013; Griskevicius et al. 2009) and differences between specific negative emotions such as anger, fear, sadness, and disgust (e.g., Cuddy et al. 2008; Lerner and Keltner 2001; Lerner, Small, and Loewenstein 2004; Raghubar and Pham 1999). Positive emotions often have been characterized as relatively undifferentiated (Ellsworth and Smith 1988; Isen 2001; Smith and Ellsworth 1985), with the exception of arousal differences. Consumer and marketing researchers who have examined different positive emotional states have overwhelmingly emphasized happiness (Sauter 2010) and compared positive emotions characterized by or differing largely in terms of arousal, such as upbeat versus warm feelings (Burke and Edell 1989), excitement versus contentment (Kim, Park, and Schwarz 2010), pride versus contentment (Griskevicius, Shiota, and Nowlis 2010), happiness versus peacefulness (Agrawal, Menon, and Aaker 2007), happiness versus calmness (Labroo and Rucker 2008), and nonrelaxed versus relaxed positive emotion (Pham, Hung, and Gorn 2011). Moreover, researchers have not considered whether specific positive emotions could differentially influence charitable giving.1

We go beyond arousal-based distinctions by examining a set of positive emotions (i.e., love, hope, pride, and compassion) that we hypothesize will have specific effects on behaviors that benefit distant others. Our approach to examining distinct positive emotions is based on the broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson 1998, 2001), which describes the nature and general shared function of positive emotions as distinct from negative emotions. Unlike negative emotions, which narrow people’s focus to help manage and respond to aversive situations, positive emotions function to broaden attentional, cognitive, and motivational scope to allow for new perspectives and experiences (e.g., Fredrickson 1998, 2001; Fredrickson and Branigan 2005; for a divergent view, see Gable and Harmon-Jones 2008). Broadening is not a function of arousal (Fredrickson and Branigan 2005). Our framework both leverages and contributes to the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion by using an analysis of the specific properties of love, hope, pride, and compassion to derive hypotheses regarding a unique type of broadening that we predict will be specific to love. Love, hope, and pride are all positive in valence (Fredrickson 1998; Oveis, Horberg, and Keltner 2010) but, we contend, differ in their potential broadening effects.

Love

Conceptually, the word “love” has been used to capture a range of feelings involving proximity maintenance. Within the marketing and consumer psychology literature streams, “love” has often been used to refer to what are actually the more specific emotions of desire and compassion (Belk and Coon 1993; Goetz, Keltner, and Simon-Thomas 2010; Griskevicius et al. 2009; Oveis, Horberg, and Keltner 2010). Although romantic/sexual desire is an interesting topic, it is not the type of love we examine here. Instead, we focus on the emotion of love experienced in companionate relationships and distinguish that type of love’s effects from those of compassion. According to the triangular theory of love, companionate love is characterized by the presence of commitment and intimacy without passion (Sternberg 1986) and is distinct from romantic love (passion + intimacy), fatuous love (passion + commitment), and liking (intimacy; Sternberg 1986). We define love in terms of feelings of warmth and affection toward platonic others (i.e., family and friends) in close, nonsexual relationships. Notably, this is the type of love people most frequently report experiencing, and it is often depicted in marketing appeals (e.g., General Mills, Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble).

Emotion theorists broadly agree that emotions differ in themes and serve distinct functions (e.g., Lazarus 1991). Love functions to foster relationships between human beings. Love (not desire) influences bonding (Gonzaga et al. 2006) and feelings of warmth and closeness (Fitness and

1Only one previous article (Small and Verrochi 2009) has examined the effect of specific emotions (happiness vs. sadness) on charitable giving.
We conjecture that these distinctions cause them to differ in functions and lead to different levels of social connection. Effects, should not be evident for compassion.

With love, which we hypothesize to be the basis for our positive feelings, we argue that the broadening associated to compassion's focus on alleviating evident suffering (i.e., negative antecedent) and its co-occurring negative and suffering others when exposed to another's harm (Oveis, Verrochi 2009). Compassion motivates caretaking of weak and sad-faced children increase observer giving (Small and Keltner, and Simon-Thomas 2010). Notably, compassion and love differ in terms of antecedent events: whereas love's disengaging emotion, promoting increased distance between the self and others (Kitayama, Mesquita, and Karasawa 2006).

Pride

Pride is described as “enhancement of one’s ego-identity by taking credit for a valued achievement” (Lazarus 2006, p. 16) or experiencing enhancement of one’s self or social worth by being credited for a highly valued accomplishment (Lazarus 1991). Pride involves internal attributions and self-credit for valued events (Lazarus 2006) such that a person feels good about him- or herself; it is considered a self-conscious emotion. We define pride in terms of feelings of personal responsibility for achieving a valued positive outcome. Pride functions to provide information about a person’s current level of status in a group (Tracy and Robins 2007). Because pride involves attribution of positive events to the self (Roseman, Antoniou, and Jose 1996), it also is a socially disengaging emotion, promoting increased distance between the self and others (Kitayama, Mesquita, and Karasawa 2006).

Compassion

An emotion that may be closer to love is compassion. Some view compassion as a distinct emotion (Lazarus 1991), whereas others view it as a variant or blend of love and sadness (Shaver et al. 1987). Compassion is described as “the feeling that arises in witnessing another’s suffering and that motivates a subsequent desire to help” (Goetz, Keltner, and Simon-Thomas 2010, p. 2) and helps explain why sad-faced children increase observer giving (Small and Verrochi 2009). Compassion motivates caretaking of weak or suffering others when exposed to another’s harm (Oveis, Horberg, and Keltner 2010). Notably, compassion and love differ in terms of antecedent events: whereas love’s antecedents are positive, compassion’s antecedents are negative (Goetz, Keltner, and Simon-Thomas 2010). Owing to compassion’s focus on alleviating evident suffering (i.e., a negative antecedent) and its co-occurring negative and positive feelings, we argue that the broadening associated with love, which we hypothesize to be the basis for our effects, should not be evident for compassion.

In summary, specific positive emotions have distinct functions and lead to different levels of social connection. We conjecture that these distinctions cause them to differ in their potential broadening effects with important implications for behavior. Love is distinct from hope and pride in terms of its generation of social connection. Love is also distinct from compassion, which can enhance social connection but commingles positive and negative feelings. Next, we present our theory and hypotheses of why love has unique behavioral effects within the realm of prosocial behavior.

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT: THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

H1

Previous findings have suggested that when people experience positive emotions, they help close others, consistent with broaden-and-build (e.g., Waugh and Fredrickson 2006) and related theories. Thus, we hypothesize that love, hope, and pride will lead to helping close others. Although this hypothesis is consistent with prior findings on positive affect and helping (e.g., Isen 2001), we believe it is important first to empirically replicate effects consistent with previous work before presenting our unique contribution. Thus, we show that the positive emotions we examine all affect behaviors toward close others. Our focal contribution is then to show that specific positive emotions actually lead to different types of prosocial behavior—namely, differential effects of specific positive emotions on behaviors that benefit distant others, as we articulate in H2 and H3. In Studies 1 and 2, we measure behaviors toward close others in addition to behaviors toward distant others. For these close-other behaviors, we expect to replicate previous findings related to positive valence. More formally, we hypothesize the following:

H1: Positive emotions increase contributions to close others relative to a neutral emotional state.

H2 and H3

In contrast to the uniform predictions for all positive emotions in H1, we anticipate that only love and not other positive emotions (i.e., hope, pride, and compassion) will induce contributions to distant others. As we outlined previously, love promotes a level of social connection (i.e., feelings of closeness and enhanced relationship with others) that hope and pride do not. Specifically, love should widen the range (in terms of type and number) of cared-for people. This propensity to increase social connection to distant others distinguishes love from hope and pride; thus, love broadens in a way hope and pride do not.

We attempt to clarify the role of social connection more completely by comparing love and compassion. Both love and compassion are characterized by high levels of social connection, but love is characterized by positive feelings, whereas compassion is characterized by co-occurring positive and negative feelings. We hypothesize that positive emotion–based broadening is a precondition for the effects specified, and thus, we do not expect that compassion will have effects on giving to distant others.

These distinctions and the following studies are the first examination of the possibility of different forms of broadening generated by specific positive emotions. Note that our prediction that love (but not hope, pride, compassion, or neutral emotions) will increase donations to distant others runs...
counter to the intuitive notion that love would cause people to focus resources only on one’s loved ones (e.g., friends and family, who are presumably the focal target of love, featured in advertising). We derive our (opposite) hypothesis by combining a specific analysis of the function of love with the “broaden” aspect of broaden-and-build theory. Thus, love serves to bond people with others, but, consistent with the status of love as a clearly positive emotion, we hypothesize that it actually does so in a way that results in effects on not only those who are close but also those who are further away.

In summary, we expect consumers experiencing love to increase prosocial behaviors that benefit distant others more than the other specific positive emotions we examine and a neutral state. More formally, we hypothesize the following:

H2: Love (but not hope, pride, or compassion) increases contributions to distant others relative to a neutral emotional state.

H3: Compared with hope and pride, the impact of love on behaviors that benefit distant (but not close) others is mediated by love’s impact on feelings of social connection.

These hypotheses allow for more precise predictions regarding positive emotion by linking the functions of specific emotions with particular features of behavior. We have proposed that prosocial behaviors can be characterized in terms of beneficiary focus (i.e., close vs. distant others). We hypothesize that love increases prosocial behaviors that benefit distant others (relative to hope, pride, compassion, and neutral emotions) owing to its tendency to increase feelings of social connection while coupled with positive feelings (but not mixed feelings). Thus, love produces a form of broadening not associated with all positive emotions. We examine these predictions across four studies using both measured and manipulated emotions.

**STUDY 1: DISPOSITIONAL LOVE AND HOPE DIFFERENTIALLY PREDICT PROSOCIAL CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR FOR CLOSE AND DISTANT OTHERS**

Study 1 tests whether people’s propensity to experience certain positive emotions influences their willingness to engage in prosocial behaviors that benefit close and distant others. Specifically, Study 1 tests whether dispositional love and dispositional hope lead to different patterns of prosocial consumption behavior. We expect prosocial behaviors that benefit close others to reveal general (i.e., undifferentiated) effects of positive emotion on helping (i.e., both dispositional love and dispositional hope should increase behaviors that benefit close others), consistent with previous research. However, we expect dispositional love (but not dispositional hope) to predict increased behaviors that benefit distant others.

**Method and Procedure**

Participants and setup. Eighty-two students participated in a 20-minute study on feelings and consumer choice. The sample consisted of 37 men, 44 women, and 1 respondent who omitted gender, ranging in age from 18 to 41 years (M = 21.4 years, SD = 3.2). To dissociate emotion procedure from the dependent measures of interest, participants were told that different researchers had pooled together their respective questionnaire packets and that they would be completing three separate studies, which included a filler task. Study 1 used a measured, within-subject design in which dispositional emotions were measured for each participant and social distance of beneficiary was manipulated within subjects (close/distant).

**Dispositional emotion measures.** Each participant completed multi-item measures for dispositional love (six items) and dispositional hope (seven items; Shioya 2004; Shioya, Keltner, and John 2006). For each item, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which each statement accurately described them on a seven-point scale (1 = “strongly disagree,” and 7 = “strongly agree”; for all items, see the Web Appendix). Dispositional means were standardized across participants.

**Prosocial consumption intentions.** Later in the study, session participants were asked to complete a paper-and-pencil consumer choice survey gauging the likelihood of engaging in various consumption behaviors over the coming year on a seven-point scale (1 = “extremely unlikely,” and 7 = “extremely likely”). The list included eight prosocial consumption items as well as filler items (e.g., “see a foreign film,” “attend a live music concert”). The prosocial consumption items were designed to tap two types of beneficiaries—close and distant others. We averaged the four close-others items (α = .71; e.g., “donate used items/clothing to a charitable organization to help local families in need”) to create a close-others behavior score. We averaged the four distant-others behavior items (α = .80; e.g., “donate money to a charitable organization benefiting rainforest conservation in foreign countries”); for all items, see the Web Appendix) to create a distant-others behavior score. Pretest participants (N = 31) had assessed who would benefit from the behavior for each of these items on a seven-point scale (1 = “close others,” and 7 = “distant others”). The distant-other behavior items were perceived to benefit distant others (M = 5.3) significantly more than the close-other behavior items (M = 2.6; t(30) = 15.82, p < .0001).

**Results**

Preliminary analyses. Preliminary analyses on the dispositional emotion subscales were performed (love: α = .80; hope: α = .81).

**Hypothesis tests.** We predicted that dispositional love but not dispositional hope would be associated with prosocial consumption behaviors that benefit distant others. To test this prediction, we ran a 2 (dispositional emotion: love, hope) × 2 (distance: close, distant) mixed-effects model with subject-random intercept and distance-random slope to account for repeated measurements within subjects. We observed a significant effect for dispositional love (F(1, 79) = 6.57, p < .01), dispositional hope (F(1, 79) = 7.09, p < .009), and distance (F(1, 79) = 204.31, p < .0001) and a significant interaction between distance and dispositional hope (F(1, 79) = 5.65, p < .02). We found no significant differences for filler items.

2Effects are consistent when each behavior type is analyzed separately—that is, when both dispositional love and dispositional hope scores are entered simultaneously into a model for behaviors benefiting distant others (F(2, 79) = 8.85, p < .0003) and for behaviors benefiting close others (F(2, 79) = 13.67, p < .0001). Dispositional love (B = .58; F(1, 79) = 14.41, p < .0003), but not dispositional hope (B = −.05; F(1, 79) < 1, n.s.), was a significant predictor of behaviors benefiting distant others. In contrast, both love (B = .35; F(1, 79) = 6.55, p < .01) and hope (B = .33; F(1, 79) = 7.08, p < .009) predicted behaviors that benefit close others.
Discussion

Study 1 provides initial evidence of the effects of specific positive emotions on different types of prosocial behavior. Dispositional love (but not hope) predicts behaviors that benefit distant others, whereas both love and hope similarly predict behaviors for close others. However, Study 1 has some limitations. Specifically, we measured emotion rather than manipulating it, and we were unable to assess social connection directly. In the next three studies, we directly manipulate emotion and measure social connection to provide a more stringent test of our hypotheses.

STUDY 2: LOVE AND HOPE LEAD TO DIFFERENT PATTERNS OF PROSOCIAL CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR FOR CLOSE AND DISTANT OTHERS

Study 2 tests whether momentary experiences of love and hope lead to different patterns of prosocial consumption. Specifically, we designed Study 2 to test whether incidental love would increase intentions to perform prosocial behaviors that benefit distant others more than incidental hope. Again, we expect prosocial behaviors that benefit close others to reveal general (i.e., undifferentiated) effects of positive emotion on helping (i.e., both hope and love should lead to greater intentions to perform behaviors that benefit close others than the neutral condition). However, love (but not hope) should increase prosocial behaviors that benefit distant others.

Method and Procedure

Emotion induction pilot study. Sixty-five students completed a comprehensive pretest of the emotion induction procedure, self-reflective writing, which has been used successfully in many studies (e.g., Labroo and Rucker 2010; Lerner and Keltner 2001; Small and Verrochi 2009). Participants were randomly assigned to one of four emotion conditions (hope, love, pride, or neutral) and asked to answer two questions on the computer. First, depending on the condition, they were asked to describe three to five situations that made them feel a focal emotion (hope, love, or pride) and write two to three sentences about each situation. Next, participants were asked to describe in more detail the one situation that made them feel the most of the focal emotion (hope, love, or pride) and write two to three sentences about each situation.

Following the emotion induction, pilot study participants completed multi-item manipulation check measures for arousal (stimulated and energized: $\alpha = .83$; happiness (happy, joy, elated: $\alpha = .90$); hope (hopeful, optimistic: $\alpha = .85$); love (love, affection: $\alpha = .93$); and pride (proud, confident: $\alpha = .90$) on a nine-point scale (0 = “none,” and 8 = “more than ever”) based on previously developed measures for assessing specific emotions (Dunn and Schweitzer 2005; Fredrickson et al. 2003; Rottenberg, Ray, and Gross 2007). The results revealed successful emotion induction with clean separation of the focal emotions (see Table 1).

Table 1: EMOTION INDUCTION PILOT STUDY MEANS FOR EMOTION MANIPULATION CHECKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Valence (&quot;Happiness&quot;)</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Hope</th>
<th>Love</th>
<th>Pride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>6.9a</td>
<td>5.4a,b</td>
<td>7.7b</td>
<td>5.1a</td>
<td>6.6b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>6.9a</td>
<td>5.4a,b</td>
<td>7.7b</td>
<td>5.1a</td>
<td>6.6b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>6.9a</td>
<td>5.4a,b</td>
<td>7.7b</td>
<td>5.1a</td>
<td>6.6b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>5.6b</td>
<td>5.2a</td>
<td>5.5a</td>
<td>4.5a</td>
<td>5.1a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Different superscript letters (a, b, c) within a given column indicate significant differences at the level of at least $p < .05$. Emotion check items for valence (happiness), arousal, hope, love, and pride were measured on a nine-point scale. Example stories include the following: love: “I feel the most love when I receive a phone call out of the blue from an old friend I haven’t talked to in a while. It feels great because I know that my friendship means something to them….”; hope: “I hope that I can travel with my friends and enjoy this last opportunity before real life starts. I will have to put a lot of effort into the medical school admissions process…”; pride: “I feel the most pride when thinking of my academic achievements throughout my whole education thus far. Academics have always been important to me…”; neutral: “First I check my planner to see what homework I have to do when I get home from class. I go to eat dinner at 5:45 unless I have a meeting…” The Web Appendix provides additional participant writing samples.

Because our conceptualization was based on companionate love, we excluded participants who wrote about desire/passion (i.e., nudity and sex). Across studies, all participants in the love condition wrote stories about companionate love with the exception of five participants (n = 5) in Study 2 and two participants (n = 2) in Study 3 who were identified by an independent coder and removed before analysis. The pattern of results is consistent if these participants are included; thus, we do not discuss them further.
Social connection measure. After completing the dependent measures, participants answered questions about the emotion story written earlier in the study session. They indicated the extent to which a series of statements described what they were feeling while writing (11-point scale; 1 = “not at all,” and 11 = “extremely”). We measured social connection using three items (α = .87; “To what extent did [the situation or experience you wrote about] affect the way you thought about your relationship with some individual or group?” “To what extent did you feel connected to another individual or group?” and “To what extent did you feel close or closer to another individual or group?”). We averaged these items to create a social connection score. Finally, participants completed demographic measures (age, gender, and ethnicity).5

Results

Preliminary analyses. Analysis of variance tests on the social connection scores (F(2, 71) = 13.29, p < .0001) revealed significant emotion effects. Participants in the love condition experienced significantly more social connection than those in the hope (Mlove = 7.5, Mhope = 5.3; F(1, 71) = 12.13, p < .0009) or neutral (Mneutral = 4.4, F(1, 71) = 25.64, p < .0001) conditions.

Hypothesis tests. First, we examined H1 and H2, which predicted an emotion by social distance interaction, with love differentially increasing prosocial consumption behaviors that benefit distant others relative to those that benefit close others. In testing the likelihood of engaging in prosocial consumption behaviors, we found a significant effect for emotion (Mlove = 4.8, Mhope = 4.3, Mneutral = 4.2; F(2, 71) = 3.96, p < .02) and a significant effect for social distance (Mclose = 5.3, Mdistant = 3.5; F(1, 71) = 163.31, p < .0001), reflecting a higher likelihood of prosocial behaviors for closer beneficiaries. More interestingly, and as we predicted, emotion significantly moderated the effect of social distance on likelihood to perform prosocial consumption behaviors (F(2, 71) = 5.32, p < .007). Both those in the love (F(1, 71) = 7.33, p < .01) and hope (F(1, 71) = 6.15, p < .02) conditions expressed significantly higher likelihoods of prosocial consumption that benefits close others than those in the neutral condition (Mlove = 5.54, Mhope = 5.48, Mneutral = 4.86), in support of H1. Thus, with close others, we find an undifferentiated effect of positive emotions on prosocial behaviors, consistent with Study 1 as well as prior research. Also as we predicted, however, those in the love condition expressed significantly higher likelihoods of prosocial consumption that benefits distant others than those in the hope (Mlove = 4.04, Mhope = 3.11; F(1, 71) = 8.53, p < .005) or neutral (Mneutral = 3.50; F(1, 71) = 3.86, p < .05) conditions, in support of H2; hope and neutral were equivalent (F(1, 71) = 1.59, n.s.; see the Web Appendix). There was no effect of emotion condition on intention to engage in filler item behaviors (F(2, 71) = .24, n.s.; Mlove = 4.75, Mhope = 4.82, Mneutral = 4.64).

Next, we examined our social connection hypothesis (H3) that the impact of love on behaviors that benefit distant (but not close) others is mediated by feelings of social connection. Using the recommended technique for testing conditional indirect effects (Hayes 2013), process analyses (Model 14) confirmed evidence of moderated mediation. The effect of love on distant behaviors was mediated by social connection. We tested this using Hayes’ (2013) PROCESS macro with 5,000 bootstrapped samples. To test mediation of a three-group independent variable (Hayes 2013, p. 196), we constructed two dummy variables, X1 and X2, representing the neutral and hope conditions, respectively. Because there were three groups, there are two indirect effects: (1) the indirect effect of a neutral emotion versus love on distant behaviors through social connection and (2) the indirect effect of hope versus love on distant behaviors through social connection.6 The indirect effect of neutral emotion versus love was B = –.4047 (SE = .1713), with a 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval (CI) that excluded zero for distant behaviors (95% CI [–.7876, –.0906]) but not close behaviors (B = .0039, SE = .1525, 95% CI = [–.3038, .2965]). The indirect effect of hope versus love was B = –.2862 (SE = .1358), with a 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval that excluded zero for distant behaviors (95% CI [–.6059, –.0653]) but not close behaviors (B = .0027, SE = .1118, 95% CI = [–.2146, .2350]), in support of H3. These findings provide evidence that the mediational path predicting behavior from emotion is conditioned on the social distance of the beneficiary.

Content analyses of emotion stories. We used content analyses to test whether the difference found between emotion conditions could be attributed to differences in emotional intensity, cognitive processing style, or semantic priming. Participants’ written passages were analyzed with textual analysis (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count [LIWC; http://www.liwc.net/]). These analyses showed statistically insignificant effects of emotion condition for magnitude-of-emotion words and words related to cognitive processes in the stories, suggesting that differences between conditions are not driven by emotional intensity or cognitive processing style. Love is associated with more social words, but the frequency of social words does not mediate our behavioral effects, casting doubt on semantic priming of social processes as an alternative explanation (for statistical analyses and results, see the Web Appendix; for further elaboration, see the “General Discussion” section).

Discussion

Study 2 demonstrates that the specific positive emotions of love and hope influence prosocial consumption that benefits close versus distant others in different ways. We predicted that love, characterized by social connection, increases intentions of engaging in behaviors that benefit distant others more than hope, which is lower in social connection; our results support our prediction. In addition, social connection mediates the relationship between emotion and behaviors that benefit distant others. In contrast,

5Initial analyses revealed a significant main effect for ethnicity, which did not interact with the manipulations. Specifically, ethnic minorities indicated a greater propensity to perform prosocial consumption behaviors regardless of emotion condition. However, although the results reported herein do not include an ethnicity covariate, including such a covariate does not affect or qualify the results.

6As Hayes (2013) outlines, running PROCESS twice—once with X1 as the IV and X2 as the covariate and once with X2 as the IV and X1 as the covariate—enables the researcher to recover each indirect effect.
both positive emotions (love and hope) increase intentions to perform behaviors that benefit close others over a neutral emotional state, replicating established findings that positive emotion generally increases prosocial behavior for close others.

Given the particular emotions contrasted in Studies 1 and 2, one might argue that hope may be characterized by a unique quality that could explain the difference in reported behaviors. To address this concern, we compare love with a different specific positive emotion (pride) in Study 3. In addition, when comparing emotions it can be difficult to equate strength, and perhaps love tends to be experienced more strongly or as being more positive. To directly address the question of whether magnitude of positivity could predict our findings, we measure and control for positivity in Study 3, allowing for a more stringent test of differential broadening effects. We also employ a different prosocial context intimately linked to marketing (i.e., fundraising) for greater generalizability and examine decisions with real donation consequences.

**STUDY 3: LOVE (NOT PRIDE) INCREASES DONATIONS TO DISTANT OTHERS**

Study 2 demonstrates that two specific positive emotions (love and hope) differentially influence engagement in behaviors that benefit distant others. Study 3 tests a different pair of specific positive emotions (love and pride) using a fundraising context. We replicate and extend our social connection findings by showing that love and pride differentially influence to whom (e.g., domestic vs. international funds) consumers give. Note that in Study 2 participants could choose as many prosocial behaviors as they wanted (i.e., no explicit trade-off was required). We designed the Study 3 task so that participants had to decide between beneficiaries (i.e., whether to give the most help to close or distant others), providing a more rigorous test of our hypothesis.

Nonprofit appeals often describe warm moments shared between aid recipients and organizers or depict the proud faces of volunteers who have worked to build homes and clinics, leading consumers to experience different specific emotions (love vs. pride). Could these distinct emotional experiences cause consumers to give in different ways? In Study 3, we conceptually replicate our Study 2 findings, which suggest that love, characterized by social connection, will increase the likelihood of giving to international relief funds, whereas pride, an emotion not characterized by social connection, will not. In Study 3, we focus on monetary giving, holding both charitable organization and overall amount given constant, to better understand consumers’ prioritization of beneficiaries. Participants responded to the fundraising appeal with the understanding that their donation decisions had real behavioral consequences (i.e., money would actually be given to the American Red Cross in the way that they designated).

**Method and Procedure**

**Participants and setup.** One hundred seventy-six students completed a study on feelings and consumer choice. The sample consisted of 111 men and 65 women ranging in age from 18 to 29 years ($M = 20.50$ years, $SD = 1.12$). To dissociate the emotion procedure from the dependent measures of interest, participants were told that they would be completing a series of short studies from different researchers that had been bundled. The study session consisted of three parts: (1) a writing exercise on autobiographical experiences, (2) responding to a fundraising appeal, and (3) a questionnaire about feelings and consumption behaviors.

In Study 3, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three emotion conditions (emotion: love, pride, neutral). After completing the same emotion induction procedure as in Study 2 for the focal emotions in the current study (i.e., love, pride, and a neutral emotion), all participants viewed the same fundraising appeal from the American Red Cross. Adapted from actual materials, the fundraising appeal described the organization’s activities and ways in which donors could give to the organization. Participants were asked to make their donation decisions as they really would at this moment and were explicitly told that we would select “1 out of every 20 participants’ decisions and actually donate to the American Red Cross” as they had specified.

**Domestic versus international relief fund donation decision.** The donation form that participants received listed two options: a domestic and an international relief fund, both described as providing immediate relief from suffering and long-term support. The order in which these two funds were listed was counterbalanced across participants; we found no order effects. Participants were asked, “If right now you had $50 to donate, how would you allocate your donation?” They then entered an amount ($0–$50) in each of the spaces provided. The dependent measure was total dollars allocated to international relief.

**Social connection and emotion check.** After completing the dependent measures, social connection was measured as in Study 2. Participants were also asked to revisit their stories and recall specifically how they were feeling when writing them. Participants rated the extent to which they felt three positive emotions (i.e., happiness, love, and pride) on 11-point scales ($1 = “not at all,” and $11 = “extremely”) as well as the magnitude of these emotions (e.g., “How much love did you feel?” “How much pride did you feel?”) on a 7-point scale ($1 = “not at all,” and $7 = “very much”). We calculated a measure of positivity (i.e., the average of all three positive emotion items) for each participant to control for general positivity (see Oveis, Horberg, and Keltner 2010). Finally, participants completed demographic measures: age, gender, and ethnicity.

**Results**

**Preliminary analyses.** As recommended in Oveis, Horberg, and Keltner (2010), we included a general positivity measure to control for magnitude of positivity as a possible alternative explanation. Initial analyses revealed a signifi-

---

7Recent findings have suggested that men and women may respond differently to donation requests involving in-groups and out-groups (Winterich, Mittal, and Ross 2009); however, we found no gender differences in likelihood of giving to domestic versus international relief funds in our studies. Moreover, gender did not moderate the effect of emotion on donations.

8Consistent with Study 1, ethnic minorities reported a greater propensity to give to distant others (i.e., international funds). Again, the pattern of results and significance of comparisons remain the same with or without ethnicity included. The results we report herein do not contain an ethnicity covariate.
cant main effect for positivity. This effect, however, did not moderate our results. Participants reporting higher general positivity indicated a greater propensity to give to close others (i.e., domestic funds).

Drawing on participants’ responses to the social connection items (α = .88), we again created a social connection score for each participant. Tests on social connection scores (F(2, 172) = 12.53, p < .0001) revealed significant emotion-specific effects. Participants in the love condition reported greater social connection than those in the pride (Mlove = 8.34, Mpride = 6.54; F(1, 172) = 19.49, p < .0001) or neutral (Mneutral = 6.32; F(1, 172) = 18.60, p < .0001) conditions.

Hypothesis tests. Examination of dollars donated to international versus domestic relief funds enabled us to test our hypothesis, which predicts that love will lead people to give more to international relief. In a model predicting dollars donated to international relief, we found a marginally significant effect for emotion (F(2, 172) = 2.66, p < .07). People experiencing love donated significantly more money to international relief than those experiencing pride (Mlove = $20.22, Mpride = $14.56; F(1, 172) = 3.97, p < .05) or those in a neutral emotional state (Mneutral = $13.60; F(1, 172) = 4.11, p < .04).

We tested for mediation by social connection using PROCESS analyses (Hayes 2013)9 and requested estimates of the conditional indirect effects at different levels of positivity. The indirect effect of neutral versus love, with 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval, was significant at all levels of positivity (–1 SD: B = 1.3447, SE = .8623, 95% CI = [.1310, 3.7795]; mean: B = 1.8802, SE = 1.0431, 95% CI = [.0834, 4.2751]; +1 SD: B = 2.4157, SE = 1.3933, 95% CI = [.1094, 5.6659]). The indirect effect of pride versus love was also significant across all levels of positivity (–1 SD: B = 2.4386, SE = 1.4328, 95% CI = [.1119, 5.8799]; mean: B = 1.8290, SE = 1.0411, 95% CI = [.0379, 4.1958]; +1 SD: B = 1.2193, SE = .8057, 95% CI = [.0725, 3.4443]). These results provide evidence that love’s effect on monetary donations to international relief is mediated by social connection, regardless of the magnitude of positivity experienced. Moreover, they provide further evidence that differences found between emotion conditions are attributable to differences in social connection and not emotional intensity.10

Content analyses of emotion stories. We conducted the same LIWC analyses described in Study 2. Our statistical analyses showed no evidence for the alternative mechanisms discussed. The effects were therefore insignificant (emotional intensity) or opposite in direction (cognitive processing style). Again, love was associated with more social words, but the frequency of social words did not mediate our behavioral effects, casting doubt on semantic priming of social processes as an alternative explanation (for detailed descriptions and results of our statistical analyses, see the Web Appendix).

Discussion

Study 3 demonstrates that specific positive emotions lead to giving to different types of recipients (i.e., domestic vs. international relief funds). People feeling love are more likely to give money to international relief than people feeling pride. Again, Study 3 demonstrates that love affects behavior in a way that hope and pride do not. In an additional study (Study 3b), we replicated this result for love using a different comparison emotion (hope) but the same procedure, with the exception of adding multi-item emotion checks. Participants in the love condition reported significantly more love, less hope, and more social connection than those in the hope condition (for details, see the Web Appendix). In a model predicting dollars donated to international relief, we found a significant effect for emotion (F(1, 36) = 7.98, p < .008). People experiencing love donated significantly more money to international relief than those experiencing hope (Mlove = $19.89, Mhope = $11.98).

Thus, the emotional state of potential donors does not simply influence whether they give but, more specifically, to whom they give—close versus distant others (i.e., domestic vs. international funds). These findings have important implications for universities and nonprofit organizations, which regularly allow donors to decide how to direct monetary gifts, and they also underscore the importance of characterizing positive emotions on the basis of their unique broadening properties.

Studies 2 and 3 show that social connection matters; however, is social connection alone sufficient for broadening? Might the negative feelings that accompany compassion dampen giving to distant others? We hypothesize that this will be the case—that is, that the co-occurring positive and negative feelings characteristic of compassion will not lead to the broadening tendency fostered by love with its characteristic positive feelings. Study 4 addresses this prediction by including compassion along with all the emotion conditions used previously. We also test our hypotheses using a different study approach that is more relevant to marketing communications. Studies 2 and 3 use an established procedure (writing about a personal experience) to induce emotion and measures of behavioral intentions toward close and distant others (Study 2) and monetary giving toward domestic versus international relief funds (Study 3) within one organization (American Red Cross). To increase confidence in the validity and generalizability of our findings, Study 4 provides additional evidence using a more naturalistic emotion manipulation and different charitable organizations. We use magazine advertisements to manipulate emotions and then ask participants to make a monetary giving decision involving two different charitable organizations while allowing them a realistic third option of keeping money for themselves.
STUDY 4: LOVE DIFFERENTIALLY PREDICTS GIVING TO INTERNATIONAL (VS. LOCAL) CHARITIES

We designed Study 4 to provide further evidence for love’s effect on behaviors that benefit distant others. We use advertisements for one brand (Canon) to manipulate five incidental emotions (love, hope, pride, compassion, and a neutral emotion). Including compassion enables us to concurrently examine three social emotions (love, pride, and compassion) in addition to hope and to assess whether the caretaking motives associated with compassion may predict the same effects as love or whether love’s broadening effects are unique. Although Study 3’s donation allocation had real consequences (i.e., money given to the American Red Cross), it required participants to choose between beneficiaries (i.e., they did not have the option to keep the money). To address this limitation and further increase realism, we included a third option (i.e., keep money for oneself) along with the two different charity organization options: after completing the advertisement evaluation, in a separate task, participants were provided with an opportunity to donate the money toward two different environmental organizations (local vs. international) or to keep the money. We again focus on relative aid to distant (international) versus closer (local) others, but in this case we calculate it in the context of money that people freely chose to give. Specifically, we designed Study 4 so that participants could decide exactly how much they wanted to give to a local environmental group, give to an international group, or keep for themselves (i.e., we made the trade-off apparent). This design provides an additional test of our prediction that love causes a shift toward behaviors that benefit distant others.

Emotion Induction Pilot Study for Advertisements

We developed our stimuli with extensive pretesting and a comprehensive pilot study to obtain valid emotion checks (Herr et al. 2012, p. 835). One hundred forty-seven students from the same population as those in the focal study participated in a comprehensive pretest of the emotion induction procedure. Participants were told that they would be completing a study about magazine advertising and that we were interested in consumers’ reactions to and memories for advertising. They were randomly assigned to one of five emotion conditions: compassion, hope, love, pride, or neutral. Each participant viewed one Canon camera ad. Planned pairwise comparisons with the love ad


Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion Ad Condition</th>
<th>Love</th>
<th>Hope</th>
<th>Pride</th>
<th>Compassion</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>p &lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Different superscript letters (a, b, c, and d) within a given column indicate significant differences at the level of at least p < .05. Boldface indicates that each of the emotion-specific ads elicited the highest level of the focal emotion. Emotion check items were measured on a seven-point scale.
Every time a baby girl holds fast to her father’s thumb. Every time a young boy picks flowers for his mom. Every time a mother bakes chocolate chip cookies for her daughter. Every time a gray-haired couple sits elbow-to-elbow at a picnic table sharing smiles and watermelon slices. Every time a furry best friend greets her person at the door. Every time you visit your oldest and dearest friends and reunite in a warm embrace.

Every time an athlete claims first place. Every time an actor gives a performance that brings the house down. Every time a grandmother bakes her secret-recipe apple pie for a contest and it wins the grand prize. Every time a scholar completes her graduate education having achieved the school’s highest honors. Every time a runner raises his arms in victory because he crossed the finish line with a personal best. Every time you have beaten out all the other applicants for a prized job.

Every time a little girl dreams she could earn a spot in the ballet company. Every time a couple puts a picture of a house on their apartment refrigerator thinking it may someday be in reach. Every time a little boy sets up a lemonade stand and tries to earn enough money for that awesome bicycle. Every time a student writes a personal essay for her application and then waits and wonders about acceptance to the university her heart is set on. Every time an actor, knowing it is a long-shot, prepares to audition for the role of his lifetime. Every time you have a chance to interview for your dream job, knowing the competition is steep.

Every time a soldier comforts his wounded brother-in-arms. Every time a volunteer in a nursing home reads the newspaper to an elderly person who cannot see. Every time someone sees a homeless person sitting in the rain and stops and gives away her umbrella. Every time friends come together to assist with care-giving during the last months of their neighbor’s life. Every time a student notices a new kid in the cafeteria and invites him to sit at his table for lunch. Every time you take the time to help someone who is in need.

Every time a student walks across campus on the way to her regular weekly classes. Every time a commuter reads the newspaper on a daily bus ride to and from work. Every time a businessman crosses through a street intersection on the way to an office downtown. Every time a staff person sits in front of the computer working on a document at her desk. Every time a man shops for his weekly groceries at the supermarket. Every time you walk down the sidewalk on your typical route.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>Love</th>
<th>Pride</th>
<th>Hope</th>
<th>Compassion</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Body Copy**

A moment like this… reminds you of dear ones and touches your heart.

**Tagline**

A moment like this… reminds you of having achieved your very best.

A moment like this… reminds you that reaching your goals may be possible.

A moment like this… reminds you of kind acts toward those most in need.

A moment like this… reminds you of the normal situations that make up your days.
revealed that the compassion ad was viewed as less positive (Mlove = 4.81, Mcompassion = 3.93; F(1, 137) = 11.34, p < .001), more negative (Mlove = 2.07, Mcompassion = 3.29; F(1, 137) = 11.98, p < .001), and more emotional (Mlove = 3.26, Mcompassion = 4.21, F(1, 137) = 8.48, p < .004) than the love ad.

Main Study

Participants and setup. For the main study, two hundred six students completed a multipart advertising study for course credit. The first task in the study was affectively neutral and constant across conditions. Its purpose was to neutralize affect and reinforce the cover story. First, all participants completed the same “image and graphics pretest” in which they viewed and rated three neutral images (pens, stapler, and outdoor space; White, Kenrick, and Neuberg 2014) in terms of how they would rate an ad that used this picture. The second task (“magazine advertising”) provided the manipulation of specific emotions. The dependent measure was collected in a third consumer decision-making task. In Study 4, participants were randomly assigned to one of the five emotion conditions (emotion: love, hope, pride, compassion, neutral), which were pretested in the aforementioned pilot study.

Emotion induction. Each participant viewed one of the five ads described in the pilot study. Importantly, unlike the pilot study they were not asked about their feelings because labeling one’s feelings after incidental emotion inductions can reduce the effect of such emotions (Cryder et al. 2008; Schwarz and Clore 1983).

Domestic versus international environmental fund donation decision. After completing the magazine advertising task, participants completed a consumer decision task, in which they were asked to make a donation decision “as you would really want at this moment.” They were told to imagine receiving a $10 bonus payment and that they could either donate to the following nonprofit organizations helping the environment or keep the $10 bonus payment. Participants were asked how they chose to allocate the bonus payment and entered amounts ($0–$10) for each of the following options: “Environmental Defense Local Fund,” “Natural Resource Federation International Fund,” and “Keep for Self.” We conducted a charities pretest (N = 66) before the main study to ensure that both charities were equally preferred. Paired comparisons indicated that participants gave equivalent amounts to both the local (M = $2.58) and international (M = $2.50) environmental charities (t(65) = .17, n.s.) but kept significantly more for themselves (M = $4.92) than they gave to either the local (t(65) = −2.66, p < .01) or the international (t(65) = −2.79, p < .007) groups absent any emotion manipulation.

Our focal prediction (H2) is that love will increase the propensity to give to the international fund, shifting the focus from general tendencies to prefer local giving. To test whether love shifts priority toward more socially distant beneficiaries, we used these allocation amounts to create both a giving index (international – local) and a proportion given to international relief (international/total amount donated) for each participant, which served as the dependent measures. Note that we can only calculate the proportion measure for those who chose to donate something (67 participants chose to keep all the money); the giving index enables us to use data for all the participants, ensuring that our proportion results are not somehow an artifact of shifts in propensity to opt out of giving at all.13

Social connection, emotional response, and background measures. Participants completed the same social connection measures (α = .93) as in Studies 2 and 3. They also completed a short series of questions about the advertisements they had viewed, indicating the extent to which they would rate their emotional response as positive and as negative and the extent to which they felt emotional when viewing the advertisement on seven-point scales (1 = “not at all,” and 7 = “very”). Finally, participants completed basic demographic measures (age, gender, and ethnicity).

Hypothesis tests. To determine whether the expected difference emerged in terms of whether the funds were allocated to the international versus local fund (i.e., distant vs. close), we ran analyses of variance predicting the proportion given to international relief from emotion condition and the giving index. Consistent with our theorizing, when donations are analyzed as a proportion (international/total amount donated), the overall model is significant (F(4, 133) = 2.45, p < .05), and those who viewed the love ad (M = .58) allocated a larger proportion toward the international group than those in the compassion (M = .36; F(1, 133) = 8.67, p < .004), hope (M = .43; F(1, 133) = 4.29, p < .04), pride (M = .45; F(1, 133) = 3.62, p < .06), or neutral (M = .42; F(1, 133) = 4.87, p < .03) ad groups. In addition, we find a significant effect of emotion on the giving index (F(4, 200) = 2.57, p < .04). Those who viewed the love ad (M = .79) allocated relatively more toward the international group than those in the compassion (M = −1.15; F(1, 200) = 8.72, p < .004), hope (M = −.64; F(1, 200) = 4.54, p < .03), pride (M = −.15; F(1, 200) = 2.08, p < .15), or neutral (M = −.75; F(1, 200) = 5.34, p < .02) ad groups14 (see the Web Appendix).

We also conducted follow-up analyses on the supplemental measures. As we expected, participants reported experiencing greater social connection with the love ad (Mlove = 8.45) than the hope ad (Mhope = 7.19; F(1, 200) = 8.11, p < .005), pride (Mpride = 6.44; F(1, 200) = 21.94, p < .0001), and neutral (Mneutral = 5.93; F(1, 200) = 32.05, p < .0001)

13We calculated the proportions of those donating at all, donating to the local charity, and donating to the international charity; we found no significant differences across conditions (p = .24, p = .43, and p = .18, respectively). We also calculated how much money participants donated in total. We found no differences in this total (F < 1) across conditions; thus, we do not discuss total donations (and the linearly related amount kept for the self [$10 – amount donated]) further.

14As a robustness check, we also examined amounts allocated to the international and local funds using seemingly unrelated regression, running the SYSLIN procedure in SAS. The two equations were estimated simultaneously, along with the cross-model correlation, using four condition dummy variables (for five emotion conditions). We found that love (B = 1.25, t(200) = 2.31, p < .02) was a significant predictor of amount donated to the international fund, but compassion (B = −.66, t(200) = −1.26, p < .21), hope (t < 1), pride (t < 1), and a neutral emotional state (t < 1) were not. In contrast, compassion (B = 1.28, t(200) = 2.33, p < .02), hope (B = 1.05, t(200) = 1.88, p < .06), pride (B = .88, t(200) = 1.63, p < 10), and a neutral emotion (B = 1.55, t(200) = 2.78, p < .006) were predictors of amount donated to the local fund, but love was not (t < 1). The cross-model correlation for the seemingly unrelated regression analysis was .249, with a 95% CI that excluded zero (.1114, .3866).
ads but reported equivalent social connection with the compassion ad (M_compassion = 8.23; F < 1). The love and compassion ads also elicited emotional responses that were rated as similarly emotional (M_love = 3.80, M_compassion = 3.63; F < 1) and positive (M_love = 4.98, M_compassion = 4.62; F(1, 200) = 2.53, p < .11). However, the compassion ad also elicited a greater negative emotional response than love (M_love = 2.04, M_compassion = 2.81; F(1, 200) = 7.37, p < .007). Notably, love’s effect is not explained by magnitude of positive emotion alone (i.e., love, hope, and pride were rated as equally positive [all Fs < 1]).

Holding compassion aside, we tested whether social connection mediated the demonstrated effect. To test mediation of a four-group independent variable (Hayes 2013, p. 196), we constructed three dummy variables, X1, X2, and X3, representing the neutral, hope, and pride conditions, respectively. With four groups, there are three indirect effects: (1) the indirect effect of neutral emotion versus love on the giving index through social connection, (2) the indirect effect of hope versus love on the giving index through social connection, and (3) the indirect effect of pride versus love on the giving index through social connection.15 We tested for mediation by social connection using PROCESS analyses and requested estimates of the conditional indirect effects at different levels of positivity. PROCESS analyses (Model 14 with 5,000 bootstrapped samples) confirmed evidence of moderated mediation. The effect of love on the giving index was mediated by social connection at moderate and high (but not low) levels of positivity. The indirect effect of neutral versus love, with a 90% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval, was significant at moderate and high levels of positivity (–1 SD: B = .0043, SE = .3407, CI = [–.5807, .5258]; mean: B = .5881, SE = .4093, CI = [.0548, 1.3989]; +1 SD: B = 1.1719, SE = .7442, CI = [1.1695, 2.6603]). The indirect effect of hope versus love was also significant at moderate and high (but not low) levels of positivity (–1 SD: B = .0015, SE = .1288, CI = [–.2390, .1834]; mean: B = .2032, SE = .1568, CI = [.0247, .5797]; +1 SD: B = .4049, SE = .3060, CI = [.0521, 1.1502]). The indirect effect of pride versus love was also significant at moderate and high levels of positivity (–1 SD: B = .0024, SE = .1907, CI = [–.3256, .3018]; mean: B = .3233, SE = .2303, CI = [.0302, .7975]; +1 SD: B = .6443, SE = .4154, CI = [.1130, 1.5247]). These results provide evidence that love’s effect on the giving index is mediated by social connection at moderate to high (but not low) levels of positivity. Note that not all these comparisons hold with 95% CIs.

Discussion

Study 4 shows that love (but not hope, pride, compassion, or a neutral emotion) increases priority placed on giving to international charity organizations. Study 4 provides further evidence that love is distinct from hope and pride in terms of social connection. Although both love and compassion are associated with feelings of social connection, only love caused consumers to donate more to distant others. This evidence suggests that love has a unique broadening effect and that broadening through social connection is expected in response to socially connecting positive emotional experiences and not to those accompanied by the co-occurrence of negative feelings.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We examine whether and how specific positive emotions can influence to whom consumers give resources. Our results show that, to date, the relationship between positive emotion and prosocial behavior has been overgeneralized. Four studies show that specific positive emotions predict unique patterns of prosocial behavior. Studies 1 and 2 show that love and hope influence prosocial consumption that benefits close and distant others in different ways. Dispositional (Study 1) and incidental (Study 2) love but not hope increases willingness to perform behaviors that benefit distant others (e.g., refugee families). Whether measured or manipulated, love increases behaviors that benefit distant others, but both hope and love similarly affect behaviors that benefit close others. Study 3 shows that specific positive emotions change how people give in response to fundraising appeals—specifically, the amount of money given to different types of beneficiaries. Love increases donations to distant others (i.e., international relief funds) relative to pride, neutral emotion, and hope (Study 3 and replication study). In addition, love increases donation allocations to international organizations relative to hope, pride, compassion, and a neutral emotion (Study 4). This relationship between specific positive emotions and behaviors that benefit distant others is explained in part by feelings of social connection (Studies 2 and 3) but is also qualified by the nature of the emotional experience (Study 4). More specifically, broadening through social connection to help distant others seems to require social connection predicated on positive feelings (vs. co-occurrence of positive and negative feelings).

Theoretical Contributions

This research has important implications for emotion theory and offers the first empirical demonstration of differential broadening, a unique contribution to the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion (Fredrickson 1998, 2001; Fredrickson et al. 2008). Previous tests of the broaden-and-build theory have shown that all positive emotions broaden in similar ways by broadening attention, cognitive and motivational scope, and range of thoughts and actions. We find that love, a positive emotion characterized by social connection, leads to prosocial consumption behaviors that benefit distant others as well as donations to international relief funds and organizations, whereas other specific positive emotions do not. This distinction that some positive emotions broaden in a way that others do not is a first in the literature. Why have these effects not been found previously? To date, Fredrickson and colleagues (Frederickson and Branigan 2005; Frederickson et al. 2008; Frederickson et al. 2003) have focused on demonstrating that positive emotions as a group have functionality (i.e., broadening) distinct from the narrowing action tendencies promoted by negative emotions research. They have also focused on showing that

15As outlined by Hayes (2013), running PROCESS three times—once with X1 as the IV and X2 and X3 as covariates, once with X2 as the IV and X1 and X3 as the covariates, and once with X3 as the IV and X2 and X3 as the covariates—enables the researcher to recover each indirect effect.
broadening effects are not a function of arousal. Thus, their research does not address the array of positive emotions and more detailed view of broadening we suggest.

Our findings not only provide the first demonstration of differential broadening but also contribute by highlighting an important dimension on which positive emotions differ. Previous research has focused largely on negative emotions and dimensions important to their differentiation (i.e., certainty and control; e.g., Lerner and Keltner 2001). Our research suggests that positive emotions differ along an important dimension related to broadening behaviors and provides a richer understanding of the dimensions central to differentiating positive emotions.

Implications for Prosocial Consumption and Marketing

Our research also has important implications for prosocial consumption and prosocial behavior more generally by highlighting beneficiary focus as an important dimension of prosocial consumption. Prosocial consumption behaviors differ substantially in terms of the type of person or cause benefited. Our research demonstrates the implications of specific positive emotions for different types of beneficiaries. These findings suggest that marketers and policy makers need to be keenly aware of the type of emotion they are using in their appeals to consumers. In addition, our findings help elucidate why different levels of prosocial consumption behaviors may occur in different contexts (e.g., when appeals contain different types of positive emotional content).

It is not the case that one positive emotion (love) is universally better at motivating all behaviors than others. Rather, the relative effectiveness of love in marketing depends on the type of behavior desired. In a fundraising or social marketing context, a campaign that benefits distant others will be more effective using love rather than hope, pride, or compassion. For close others, the set of positive emotions may be equally effective. Managers and policy makers also may strategically try to increase potential donors’ and consumers’ sense of social connection to others within the context of a nonprofit, a university, or a brand, particularly when the beneficiary or product is less familiar to them. Our findings underscore the importance of differentiating among a fuller spectrum of specific positive emotions when designing and testing persuasive communications.

Limitations

Although our article offers evidence of love’s impact on prosocial behaviors through feelings of social connection, we do not definitively resolve the cognitive and emotional process that could possibly be producing the results. For example, empathy and other unmeasured constructs may be involved. In addition, our focus on love in companionate relationships may imply that connectedness is a necessary precursor to love (for results testing the reverse mediation, see Study 3). Emotion researchers have long grappled with the classic “chicken or egg” question regarding the relationship between cognition and emotion, with some theorists contending that affect precedes cognition (e.g., Zajonc 1980) and others contending that cognition precedes affect (e.g., Bower 1981). Recent work has suggested that affect and cognition are highly interdependent (Storbeck and Clore 2008). Further research is needed to shed light on such issues.

In addition, our attempts to measure and manipulate emotions relied on self-report data, which is a limitation of this research. To manipulate specific emotions, we employed a written emotion induction procedure requiring participants to write about autobiographical events (Studies 2 and 3). This procedure is the most common emotion manipulation procedure in the marketing literature (we surveyed emotion studies appearing in Journal of Marketing Research and Journal of Consumer Research between 2003 and 2013 and found that 60.4% used this method). Because this method relies on written statements, some may question whether it produced felt emotion or simply activated or semantically primed emotion-related words. We believe that our data do not support an account that results solely from priming. First, the detailed LIWC analyses of participants’ stories do not support a mere semantic priming account. Specifically, the frequency of social process-related words in the stories did not mediate the relationship between love and behaviors benefiting distant others (Study 2 and 3), and the other word types analyzed either did not differ across the different positive emotions examined or did not mediate the results. Second, the dispositional emotion results in Study 1 are difficult to explain as being due to simple priming based on presence of an emotion word (or words) in the writing task instructions and responses, given that the fully within-subject design all participants read all of the same emotion words. Third, the advertisement results in Study 4 are demonstrated without the use of the actual emotion words ever appearing in the advertisements. Finally, our detailed manipulation check data suggest that participants report experiencing these emotions.

Further Research

In this article, we endeavored to shed new light on a more diverse set of specific positive emotions often used by marketers. Our efforts offer multiple avenues for further research, as we discuss next.

Social connection. Our approach offers a framework for making additional predictions linking specific positive emotions to additional forms of broadening on the basis of discrete functions and different behaviors. The current studies focus on demonstrating that love broadens in a particular way (i.e., social connection accompanied by positive feelings affects behaviors that benefit distant others). Beyond the prosocial behavior context, love and social connection may have important implications for financial decision making and branding. More specifically, further research could explore how social connection influences intergenerational choices and financial decision making for those who are temporally distant (e.g., people saving money for grandchildren who are not yet born, alumni giving to benefit future students and university initiatives). Moreover, social connection may have important implications for consumer-brand relationships, brand loyalty, and consumer willingness to switch products or brands (e.g., acceptance of brand extensions).
It seems that there may be circumstances in which compassion, as a socially connecting emotion, could increase behaviors toward distant others, even if not through broadening. In circumstances in which the suffering of distant others is particularly relatable or apparent (e.g., vivid images of sick or injured children, families affected by a hurricane or tsunami) and a person feels particularly able to alleviate that suffering, compassion may also lead to behaviors benefiting those distant others. This thinking would be consistent with prior work on identifiable victims (Small, Loewenstein, and Slovic 2007) as well as Small and Verrochi’s (2009) findings that portrayals of specific, sad-faced victims increase prosocial behavior through compassion and sympathy. However, in situations or domains in which circumstances are less dire or the need is more chronic (e.g., education, the environment, animal welfare, preventative medicine and aid interventions), such as in our studies, love may be more beneficial. In addition, fundraising or donation requests for organizations or causes benefiting distant others (who may never be met or seen and whose level of suffering may not be observable) may be better facilitated by love.

Other forms of broadening. Another important area for further research involves investigating whether other specific emotions (e.g., hope) may affect behavior through a different form of broadening. For example, hope may have an effect on prosocial behavior and other consumer behaviors through a different broadening tendency. Prior work has suggested that high-hope people demonstrate better problem-solving abilities (Chang 1998) and that hope influences perception of goal obstacles as well as the expenditure and sustaining of effort (Ellsworth and Smith 1988; Smith and Ellsworth 1985; Snyder et al. 1991). Thus, hope may broaden by enhancing consumers’ willingness to expend energy to solve problems. This tendency would have important implications for consumption behaviors that vary in the amount of effort and persistence required to complete them. For example, many prosocial behaviors (e.g., donating spare change, purchasing a candy bar for a cause) involve small token efforts, whereas others (e.g., recycling, conserving resources, volunteering services) require problem recognition and considerable amounts of effort. Broadened problem solving may enhance willingness to engage in an array of effortful prosocial behaviors (e.g., environmental actions to reduce one’s carbon footprint). Thus, hope may influence behavior through a different broadening mechanism distinct from the social connection that characterizes love.

Although consumer hope is an important topic for further research, it may have complex effects. For example, other researchers have suggested that threats to hope lead to motivated reasoning about products (MacInnis and De Mello 2005). Additional research is needed to understand when hope will be an asset versus a detriment to consumer decision making and prosocial consumption behavior.

Although all positive emotional themes may make consumers feel good, all positive emotions will not motivate the same types of consumption behavior or even the same prosocial consumption behaviors. By understanding the distinct broadening functions served by specific positive emotions, marketers can do more than make consumers feel good: they can help consumers and organizations do better for themselves and for others.
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